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Abstract 

Facebook fan-pages are channels of institutional self-

representation that allow organizations to post content to 

virtual audiences. Occasionally, posts seem to disappear 

from fan-pages, puzzling page administrators and posing 

reliability risks for social scientists who collect fan-page 

data. This paper compares three approaches to data collec-

tion (manual real-time, manual retrospective, and auto-

matic via NVIVO 10®) in order to explore the different fre-

quencies of posts collected from six institutional fan-pages. 

While manual real-time collection shows the highest fre-

quency of posts, it is time consuming and subject to man-
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ual mistakes. Manual retrospective collection is only effec-

tive when filters are activated and pages do not show high 

posting frequency. Automatic collection seems to be the 

most efficient path, provided the software be run fre-

quently. Results also indicate that the higher the posting 

frequency is, the less reliable retrospective data collection 

becomes. The study concludes by recommending social sci-

entists to user either real-time manual collection, or to run 

a software as frequently as possible in order to avoid bi-

ased results by ‘missing’ posts. 

 

F 
acebook permeates the lives of millions of peo-

ple on a daily basis. Some years ago, studies 

about Facebook mentioned a (then) impressive 

mark of more than 250 million users (Gjoka, 

Kurant, Butts, & Markopoulou, 2010). Today, the number 

of active users easily surpasses 890 million (Facebook, 

2015). The complexity that underlies this vast world of vir-

tual interactions may yield valuable data for researchers 

interested in personal profiles, fan-pages, events, apps, 

etc. Relevant for this study are fan pages, which depict 

how organizations and other agents wish to portray them-

selves to users. These pages work as identity mechanisms 

(Milolidakis, Akoumianakis, Kimble, & Karadimitriou, 

2014, p. 902) that symbolize the marketed idealization of 

brands, agencies, famous people, and institutions. 

 The data posted on the timeline of these pages is 

valuable for researchers using content analysis to extract 

information. For example, take the evolution of a certain 

brand and its user feedback as expressed by likes and com-

ments. But what happens if this fan-page data does not 
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always portray the same content? What happens if posts 

begin disappearing or if they are filtered through unknown 

algorithms beyond the page administrator’s reach? The 

latter does not refer to geographically limited posts that 

appear to users from certain places, but to posts that are 

not limited by the administrator’s own criteria.  

 Scrolling down the News Feed, a Facebook feature, 

is one of the most important user activities, yet fan-pages 

also show high levels of traffic (Facebook, 2014). The older 

the content is, the less visible it will tend to be for users. 

In the former Facebook algorithm EdgeRank, time decay 

was an important factor explaining the loss of a post’s rele-

vance (Crossfield, 2013). As new posts flow into fan-page 

timelines, users must actively access the page and scroll 

down to see its posts. Users may not even realize or mind 

that posts are not there anymore. Yet if a social scientist is 

collecting posts directly from a fan-page, the eventual loss 

of information may bias his or her study considerably. This 

paper intends to shed light on eventual data loss by com-

paring three collection approaches. The final objective is to 

raise awareness and concretely document the unstable na-

ture of Facebook content. The study also attempts to shed 

light on the question whether it is better to collect data 

manually or automatically via software. 

Related Literature and Study Insights 

Facebook’s complexity is reflected by the variety of 

publications it has inspired. Wilson, Gosling, and Graham 

(2012) screened several scholarly databases and classified 

more than 400 Facebook-related articles into five groups:  

descriptive analysis of users, motivation for using Face-

book, identity presentation, the role of Facebook in social 
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interactions, and information disclosure.  

Categories beyond the social sciences can be also 

traced to computer-science contributions. Studies dealing 

with data-extraction (aka collection, retrieval), social net-

work structures, graph analysis, inter alia, are also avail-

able (Bechman & Vahlstrup, 2013; Gjoka et al., 2010; 

Gjoka, Sirivianos, Markopoulou, & Yang, 2008; Nasution 

& Noah, 2012; Rieder, 2013; Traud, Kelsic, & Mucha, 

2009; Viswanath, Mislove, Cha, & Gummadi 2009; Wilson 

et al., 2012, pp. 214, 215).  

Three examples of this trend are a Google-hosted pro-

ject named data-extraction-facebook (Data Extraction 

Facebook [DEF], 2009), which analyzes patterns within 

group memberships, the Center for Ultra-scale Computing 

and Information Engineering [CUCIS] (2011) project on 

Social Media, and the Digital Methods Initiative that of-

fers several Facebook-related tools (DMI, 2015). Catanese, 

De Meo, Ferrara, Fiumara, & Provetti (2012) provide a 

generous literature review of technical contributions re-

lated to Facebook data retrieval while Manning, Ragha-

van, & Schütze (2009) offer a practical introduction on in-

formation retrieval in general.  

In their study on Online Social Network modeling, Cor-

mode, Krishnamurthy, and Willinger (2010) integrate the 

temporal dimension as a complementary element of the 

usual models that use nodes and edges to model social net-

works. In their Entity Interaction Networks model, they 

claim that “it is vital to include temporal information 

about activities” (p.1). When referring to Facebook, they 

add that “the type and frequency of […] interactions are 

much more nuanced than simply recording that two indi-

viduals once indicated mutual friendship” (p. 2), pointing 
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to the necessity of studies that go beyond ties between us-

ers. Finally, the authors also mention the importance of 

considering the lifetime of Facebook lifetime in social me-

dia research. These points are key when considering that 

the present study depends on the variable of time. The 

findings of this study confirm that time conditions the fre-

quency of fan-page posts, and that their lifetime as ‘visible’ 

posts is limited.   

It is important to clarify that the issue in question is 

not the disappearance of pages, user profiles or user posts, 

but that of single fan-page generated posts. While the sub-

ject is relevant for researchers who may lose data due to 

post disappearance, it seems to be unimportant or irrele-

vant in studies based on data crawling. For example, 

Viswanath et al. (2009) addressed user interaction on 

Facebook referring to the New Orleans Network and 

crawled user’s wall posts. They carried out their second 

crawl in a period of 3 days and then downloaded the users’ 

wall history (Section 2.1, para. 3). The question whether 

posts may disappear is not considered.  

 In another study, Gjoka et al. (2008) refer to this prob-

lem, yet indirectly. By screening Facebook analytics, they 

compared the daily statistics provided by Adonomics with 

the ones reported by Facebook on its application directory 

in order to test data reliability (p. 32). Although their 

study does not concern Facebook fan-page posts but user 

profiles and networks, the importance of “daily statistics” 

is tacitly linked to data reliability.  

This issue of disappearing posts seems to have been 

addressed explicitly only in Facebook forums and in few 

press articles. The first source reveals that disappearing 

posts may be linked to a ‘posting mistake’. The user posts 
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not as the page administrator but as the single user, re-

sulting in missing posts (Facebook Help Forum [FHF], 

2015). The second source, press articles, digs deeper into 

the issue. As reported in The Mercury (Otto, 2013), its 

staff was puzzled by disappearing Facebook posts. The 

staff commented:  

It seems to be kind of random (…) Some of the links 

we’ll post will stay (…) It was regardless of whether 

people commented or not, perhaps we don’t talk about 

this, because no one looks for the problem (…) We had-

n’t really experienced that before, so we weren’t really 

looking for it.  

The report goes on to mention that other newspapers 

from the Los Angeles News Group began delving into the 

problem. The digital news director of the group confirms 

that some of the posts disappeared: 

On our big properties, there were missing posts, but 

our smaller properties didn’t (have the posts disap-

pear). We were posting (the same stories) across the 

board; it was kind of easy to identify the hole (…) 

When you’re the hometown paper and you’re trying to 

have a conversation with your readers, that’s not OK 

(Otto, 2013). 

This newspaper report coincides with the results of an 

interview that the author carried out in France in 2014. 

The Facebook page administrators (admins) of two Army 

sites were interviewed during a non-participant observa-

tion session. The Non Commissioned Officer in charge of 

one of the pages complained that several of her posts from 

two months ago had disappeared. She mentioned that con-

tacting Facebook was not useful. Other page admins were 

asked about the same problem in the United States. One 

page admin from a US Army Facebook page said that 

many posts had been deleted by the website because “it 

thought it was spam.” What these posts had in common 
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was the fact that they were missing a picture of a video 

and only included a link. 

 These interviews inspired this study. While the lit-

erature gap about this phenomenon is considerable, this 

study seeks to provide one of the first academic insights 

into the issue of fan-page-related disappearing posts. One 

of the tactics for this study was to contact Facebook di-

rectly. In spite of personal contact to more than one Face-

book manager, it was rather disappointing to see how her-

metic Facebook can be. Given this clear ‘no’, the alterna-

tive was to carry out an exploratory study using three dif-

ferent methods, three different country origins for the fan-

pages and screening scholarly databases, the press, blogs 

and forums for further clues.  

 

Theoretical Considerations 

Fan-pages can be seen as modern instruments of insti-

tutional self-representation that code messages that are 

then decoded (Hall, 1980) by their audience, in this case 

the followers. The identity in question here is not that of 

the individual user that socializes with others, but that of 

the institution behind the fan-page. Goffman’s (1959) work 

on individual self-representation can be projected upon an 

institution’s image on a social media hub like Facebook. 

Under the idea of the ‘official self’ an individual is ex-

pected to hold capacities and attributes that make him or 

her fit for a certain situation (Riggins, 1990, p.125). The 

institution thus projects associations that make it suitable 

and even desirable for its (potential) page fans. Whether it 

is a brand or a public institution, the idea is to create at-

traction, raise awareness or meet a page-specific goal.  

This attraction is created through virtual interaction 
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on Facebook. In order to socialize online, people normally 

have to represent themselves, making self-representation 

a condition of online participation (Thumim, 2012, p. 138). 

This is also relevant for institutions and not only for indi-

vidual profiles, as the former also represent themselves in 

order to participate and generate the visibility, positioning 

or attraction that they seek. As Thumin (2012, p. 141) ar-

gues, a process of mediation shapes self-representation 

depending on the context, which is in turn influenced by 

“aesthetic, moral and political decisions [...] made by peo-

ple other than the person representing him or herself” (p. 

142). This implies that institutional self-representation is 

a product of a certain discourse that is projected upon the 

audience that decodes messages (Hall, 1980), making 

Facebook content a complex product of communication. 

The information posted on these pages serves as mes-

sages of institutional self-representation that are triggered 

once the user ‘likes’ or ‘follows’ the fan page. ‘Institutional 

power relations’ (During, 1999) help shape the messages 

that are being broadcast or mediated (Silverstone, 2005) to 

an audience of followers with an underlying ‘complex 

structure of dominance’ (Hall, 1973 in During, 1999, p.90). 

Whether these pages are related to public institutions or 

company brands, they broadcast messages of attraction 

that build an interest-based community or a ‘social cir-

cle’ (Simmel, 1890). 

In the interaction between organizations and their fol-

lowers, the ‘like’ button appears as one of the first stages 

of virtual interaction. Users ‘like’ a fan page to connect 

their virtual profiles to its content. Following a study by 

the consultancy Exact Target, users ages 15 to 24 “tend to 

use ‘Like’ for purposes of self-expression and public en-
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dorsement of a brand” (Exact Target, 2011, p.6). The same 

report states that 58% of respondents base their expecta-

tions on ‘exclusive content, events or sales’ (p.9), which 

speaks for the construction of social circles (Simmel, 1890) 

that help build individual identities. Thus, the way the 

content is projected to users, its frequency and the under-

lying algorithms that condition the way it is being medi-

ated is relevant for researchers who study these virtual 

identities or the self-representation of institutions. 

Hence, social media sites appear as hubs of interaction 

where meaning-making takes place constantly (Rafi, 

2014). Whether we see them as further extensions of 

Turkle’s (2005) ‘second self’ or as a new communication 

channel with underlying power structures (During, 1999), 

digital interaction takes place throughout the world on a 

daily basis, constantly constructing meaning. This digital 

engagement need not be entirely different from Goffman’s 

(1959) face-to-face interactions. In his famous theater 

metaphor, individuals are acting just as the digital user 

acts before his virtual audience. Both tend to project ac-

ceptable, context-related images of themselves. We can 

thus visualize institutions as mediated actors ‘on stage’, 

posting content and performing their self-realization ide-

als while attempting to reach their organizational goals, 

i.e. attracting users who build their virtual identities in 

the process.  

 

Methods 

Notes on Data Collection 

 Posts can be collected using different techniques (For 

data crawling on Facebook, cf. Wilson et al. 2012, p. 215 

and section 2 of this paper). Cormode et al. (2010) classify 
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data collection in three categories (p. 5-6). 

API driven: queries or calls are sent in order to fetch 

data on properties and relationships of the site. 

Scraping based: through a web client, the researcher 

captures and analyzes the data extracted directly from 

part of the site. 

Passive network measurement: through ‘sniffing and 

parsing’ (p.6), the researcher captures requests ‘to and 

from the ONS of interest.’ 

In these terms, the first two scenarios explored in this 

paper can be seen as a way of ‘scraping’ data manually, 

while the third technique (using NVIVO 10®) collects data 

through a web extension, automatically scraping selected 

fan-pages. On the other hand, the two criteria that help 

differentiate the three techniques have to do with a) time 

(is it real-time or retrospective collection?) and b) automa-

tion (is the collection manual or automatic?).  The three 

techniques used in this paper appear in the orange boxes 

in Figure 1. 

Real-Time 

Manual 

Automatic 

Retrospective 
Manual 

Automatic 

Figure 1. Data Collection Techniques 
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Hence, the techniques can be classified as real-time 

and retrospective collection. Note that the study concen-

trates on timeline posts made by page admins, not on 

other fan-page content. This means that researchers can 

either extract data that is being produced in an approxi-

mation to real time (i.e. data from the last minutes, hours, 

or days) or retrospectively after more than e.g. seven days. 

The reliability of the data can be questioned if posts ap-

pear during real time analysis and then ‘disappear’ in ret-

rospective analysis. 

 

Study Design 

Three different scenarios are explored: First, posts are 

extracted manually from six military fan-pages with an 

approximation to real-time based on a maximum of seven 

days. These fan pages are selected as part of a larger pro-

ject involving military recruitment in France, Germany 

and the United States. Second, posts are manually col-

lected after a period t1  > 7 days. Third, posts are retrieved 

automatically every week using the tools provided by the 

NVIVO 10® software following t1  > 7 days. The rule of 

seven days stems from the permanent observation of the 

selected six Facebook fan-pages. After seven days online, 

only post highlights are shown while others are hidden 

unless one clicks on ‘all stories’ for every relevant year. 

 The spread resulting from the three techniques is cal-

culated in order to contrast the amount of posts collected. 

Let n be the numeral ascribed to each fan-page, i.e. n = 

1,2,3,4,5,6.Each average fan-page spread is given by: 
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Where i stands for the relevant days that are taken 

into account, ranging from 1 to T. The variables x  and y 

stand for the number of posts retrieved in method 1 (e.g. 

real time) and method 2 (e.g. retrospectively).   

Let σn be the result of weighting σn  by the arithmetical 

mean of posts per day, represented by μn:  

 

 
 

Full overlapping of posts from the relevant collection 

methods is given by σn = 0, which implies that data re-

trieved e.g. retrospectively does not deviate from data re-

trieved e.g. in real time. The higher the spread, the less 

reliable it is to collect data retrospectively. Note that this 

comparison can also be related to automatic vs. manual 

real time or retrospective collection. 

The distance between real time and retrospective re-

trieval is given by a constant , whereby  days. 

Retrospective data collection was carried out after more 

than one month from the date of posting, in order to en-

sure a large distance. The same pages were screened for 

posts, all under the same conditions. The latter include: 

 Same researcher profile (One for each country) 

 Desktop Version of Facebook. 

 Same Server Tunnel depending on page and coun-

try, as a means to guarantee visibility of local posts 

(For example, Recrutement Armée de Terre is only 
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visible to ‘French’ users) 

 Same manual screening through scroll-down. 

 Filtering by ‘all stories’ 

 Same period of time (01. September, 2014 – 23. 

February, 2015) 

Figure 2 depicts the posting frequency as manually 

collected from September 2014 to February 2015. 

While the posting frequency of the two US fan pages is 

considerably higher, the four European pages rarely 

surpass the five posts per day mark. 

 

Findings 

Fan-Page Filters 

  Content displayed on Facebook fan-pages may 

vary depending on the chosen filters. This is especially 

relevant for retrospective data collection. Real-time col-

lection avoids this problem, as fresh posts appear and 

do not seem to fall into the filters before the 8th day 

online.  

 Users can scroll down the fan-page filtering by 

highlights or by all-stories.  The observations show 

Figure 2. Real Time Data Collection 
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that post highlights need not be the most popular ones. 

The French page Armée de Terre, for example, displays 

posts with fewer than five ‘likes’ and not even one ‘share’ 

among the highlights. But the most important aspect of 

these filters is how they influence data collection. When 

working with two different years, say 2015 and 2014, fil-

tering by all-stories does not apply to both years, condi-

tioning data extraction if the second year is not filtered in 

the same way.  

 The following two figures show the different results 

when filtering by ‘highlights’ or ‘all stories’ before data col-

lection. Figure 3 shows the American Page 

GOARMY.COM and the frequency of collected posts. For 

2014 and 2015, posts were collected filtering by ‘all sto-

ries’. The green line separates the year 2014 from 2015. In 

this case, real time and retrospective data seem to gener-

ally overlap (red against blue areas).  

Figure 4 shows what happens if one filters by ‘all sto-

ries’ for one year (2015) and by ‘highlights’ for the other 

(2014). This filter reduces the amount of posts dramati-

cally, implying that a possibly complete collection must 

Figure 3. Filtering by ‘All Stories’ for 2014 and 2015 
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consider filtering every relevant year by ‘all stories’. Fig-

ure 4 reflects a much smaller overlapping of the red and 

blue areas in 2014, meaning that the filter alters the 

amount of posts one retrieves. The observations show that 

this filter also impacts data collection carried out with a 

software program, as it can only fetch data that is not 

automatically hidden by Facebook. As a partial conclusion, 

it can be said that any collection seeking the highest possi-

ble degree of completeness must consider these filters, oth-

erwise the researcher loses a considerable share of poten-

tially available data. If this data is lost, conclusions de-

rived from the available content may vary considerably.  

 

Data Collection: results derived from three techniques 

The results of the study can be classified as follows: 1) 

manual data collection (real time vs. retrospective); and 2)

mixed data collection  (real time or retrospective vs. auto-

matic collection via NVIVO®). 

 

Manual Data Collection (real time vs. retrospective) 

 The contrast between real-time manual and retrospec-

Figure 4. Filtering by ‘Highlights’ for 2014 and ‘All Stories’ 

for 2015 
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tive manual data collection is exemplified by the following 

graph, which depicts the US Army Future Soldier Center 

(US FSC) page. It has the highest posting frequency in the 

sample. The blue area shows the posts that were collected 

in real time, while the red area shows the posts that were 

collected retrospectively, i.e. after .  In this case, real 

time and retrospective collection do not overlap homogene-

ously, which points to different content extraction using 

the two techniques. The case of the GOARMY.COM page 

(Figure 4) shows a more adjusted overlapping, which im-

plies that the contrast of both techniques deviates across 

pages. This result speaks for the lack of coincidence of real 

time and retrospective data collection. Hence, collecting 

posts after several days or weeks from a fan page is not 

the same as collecting them in real time or shortly after 

the content was posted. 

 This contrast can be graphed using the spread 

given by subtracting the retrospective data from that of 

real time collection. The spread gives the difference in the 

Figure 5. US page: US Army Future Soldier Center (US 
FSC) 
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quantity of posts that appear by collecting posts with one 

method (e.g. retrospective) against another (e.g. real time). 

Figure 6 shows that in the case of the US FSC page, the 

spread is considerable, while the rest of the pages tend to 

show a spread of 0. The difference may be due to Facebook 

algorithms or to the individual deletion of potential spam 

posts. Possible explanations are subject both to further re-

search and to Facebook’s willingness to disclose informa-

tion. As mentioned, according to one of the page adminis-

trators of US FSC, Facebook has indeed deleted many of 

the posts thinking that they were spam. The criterion 

seems to be the presence of a link, which is still usual in 

their postings. 

  In order to further analyze the spread, one may calcu-

σ  

sign section. The results of the six pages are presented in 

Figure 7, which shows the comparably high value of the 

US FSC page as opposed to values that converge toward 0 

in the five other cases. If σ  is calculated by dividing by the 

arithmetic mean of real-time posts, i.e. how many posts 

are there in average, different proportions and still a com-

paratively high value for the US FSC page can be found. 

Figure 6.  Real Time vs. Retrospective Spread 
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The value of σ is maximized if the spread is equal to the 

number of real-time posts, i.e. if there are no retrospective 

posts.  

  As a partial conclusion, it can be said that real-time 

and retrospective collection of fan-page posts yield differ-

ent results. This indicates that the researcher who is ex-

tracting data manually in an approximation to real time 

may view, use and base his or her research on different 

content than the colleague who opts to collect data from 

previous weeks and months. While the spread is relatively 

low in most of the cases seen in the sample, the page with 

high posting activity shows proportionally high deviations 

that can easily bias results. In the next section, the third 

technique of automatic retrieval via software is analyzed.  

 

Mixed data collection  (real time/retrospective vs. auto-

matic via NVIVO®) 

 After comparing the two approaches to manual data 

collection, it is worth asking how the results of automatic 

data collection differ from those derived from manual re-

trieval. Since manual extraction poses transcription risks 

Figure 7.  σ Weighted Delta of Spread (real time vs.  

retrospective)  
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and a great load of work for big data sets, it is sensible to 

compare the results of manual collection to those of a soft-

ware that offers a customized tool for Facebook fan-page 

datasets. Using QSR’s NVIVO 10® and its extraction tool 

NCAPTURE®, four of the six pages were scrutinized in 

order to extract data from the same time periods.  

 NVIVO® extracts datasets as .nvcx files and allows 

researchers to export datasets into Excel files, which can 

then be filtered according to specific criteria like date, 

user, post ID, etc. When running NCAPTURE®, the same 

problem of real-time vs. retrospective retrieval arises. 

Should one run the tool only one time (similar to retrospec-

tive collection) or several times in order to maximize the 

number of posts captured? During pretests, manual retro-

spective retrieval had already proven to be incomplete. 

Hence, the NCAPTURE® tool was run every week and its 

resulting datasets were merged by the software. This al-

lows the technique to be classified as ‘real-time’.  

  An example of the four different results yielded by 

manual real-time collection vs. automatic collection 

through NVIVO 10 ® can be seen in Figure 8. The results 

were rather surprising, as the software collection showed 

collection gaps in some periods for the US FSC page, while 

it almost completely overlapped in the case of the Ameri-

can Page GOARMY.COM with the exception of two gaps in 

September and another one in December. In the case of 

the German Page Bundeswehr-Karriere, the low posting 

activity almost overlaps homogeneously, but deviations 

are still visible. What is rather puzzling about these re-

sults is that each page shows different types of deviations. 

While the US FSC page shows large gaps (blue does not 

overlap with red), the German Bundeswehr (Armed 
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Forces) page does not show gaps but repeated individual 

deviations. One possible solution to this problem, which 

may be addressed by further research, is the resulting 

dataset if the software is run on an hourly or daily basis, 

thus trying to maximize the number of data covered. 

The differences in the four pages can be visualized by 

using the spread between real-time manual extraction and 

automatic retrieval. The following figure illustrates this 

spread, which is in some cases negative. A negative spread 

(when the line appears under the horizontal axis) means 

Figure 8. US Page: US Army Future Soldier Center US FSC) 

Figure 9. Real Time vs. NVIVO Spread 
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that NVIVO® has extracted, for some specific dates, more 

posts than the ones resulting from real-time extraction.  

This result can have two explanations: Either the software 

is able to extract content that is not visible to the re-

searcher, or the indicated time of extraction deviates 

slightly between the two approaches.  

The same analysis can be carried out comparing 

NVIVO’s results with those of the manual retrospective 

data collection. With a more massive presence of negative 

spreads, we can conclude that the software extracts more 

posts than the researcher who manually counts the posts 

of the same period, pointing to a loss of data during retro-

spective visualization of fan-pages.    

 Analogous to the comparison of real-time vs. retro-

spective manual collection, the values σ  

culated for automatic vs. manual collection. While the 

spread of the US FSC page still surpasses that of the other 

pages, the difference is lower than the one portrayed above 

(real time vs. retrospective). Results point to a more ho-

mogenous presence for real-time extraction, while the 

NVIVO® results are plagued by gaps. However, these gaps 

may be related to the frequency in which NCAPTURE® is 

Figure 10. Weighted Delta of Spread (real time vs. NVIVO) 
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run, implying that more frequent runs of the NCAP-

TURE® tool can yield fewer gaps. Further, the time re-

straint of manual extraction speaks for the use of a soft-

ware.  

Figure 10 shows that the weighted delta (σ)  has a 

lower variation than the one calculated for real time vs. 

retrospective collection. This implies that the results of 

NVIVO® and those of manual real-time collection are 

more similar than the ones from real-time vs. retrospective 

manual collection. In other words, retrospective data col-

lection carried out manually is considerably unreliable for 

Facebook post collection. 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 The pervasiveness of social media creates social di-

mensions that yield new possibilities for research in the 

social sciences. As the biggest social media site in the 

world, Facebook offers extensive possibilities for research. 

It is not only a hub of personal and institutional self-

representation, but also a virtual context influenced by 

discourse and power relations. Its complex and massive 

content is of considerable value for social scientists, as it 

may shed light on how digital interaction and social rela-

tions acquire new dimensions.  

 Yet extracting data from Facebook can be rather com-

plex and at times lead to conclusions based on biased data-

sets. Three data collection techniques that rely on manual 

and automatic scraping indicate that the content extracted 

from several fan-pages is different depending on how the 

researcher collects his or her data. While automatic collec-

tion yields more fan-page posts, manual collection can be 

time-consuming and subject to transcription mistakes. 
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These mistakes and gaps may alter results that are 

thought to depict how social interactions, self representa-

tion and digital meaning creation evolve. This suggests 

that a methodological improvement can hinder imprecise 

conclusions in social science. 

 This study suggests that real-time and retrospective 

data collection yield different content in terms of posting-

frequency. On the other hand, the spread of the results 

seems to increase when the posting frequency of a fan-

page augments. In other words, the more an admin posts 

on the timeline, the greater the difference between real-

time and retrospective results. The spread is low in the 

case of low-frequency posting. Time filters on the timeline 

also alter the amount of posts considerably. If researchers 

do not filter by ‘all stories’ (even before running a software 

like NVIVO), they will not have access to the majority of 

fan-page posts. Further, exploring the six fan pages sug-

gests that highlighted posts (i.e. posts that appear as high-

lights on the timeline) are not the most popular or the 

ones with the highest engagement.  

 Manual and automatic data collection also yield rela-

tively different results. While manual real-time collection 

yields more posts than the automatic retrieval through 

NVIVO, it cannot be concluded that NVIVO is unable ab-

sorb the same data. The reason for this may be that not 

running the software frequently can result in gaps. The 

periods covered by NVIVO seem to overlap almost com-

pletely with the manual real-time posting frequency, 

pointing to more accuracy when frequently running the 

software. 

These method-related conclusions shed light on the 

endless ways that content can be mediated by algorithms 
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and page-administrator decisions. If Facebook decides to 

carry out changes that impact what users see, their virtual 

interaction and perhaps even their self-representation 

may be conditioned, altering the virtual interactions be-

tween people, brands and institutions. 

The findings allow several recommendations for social 

scientists who collect posts from fan-pages: 

 Consider that Facebook posts are malleable sym-

bols of self-representation and the expression of vir-

tual interaction, which implies that they are not 

only dynamic but also mediated by the political and 

commercial context that underlies digital meaning 

creation. Their content is of vital importance to un-

derstand the way people and institutions socialize 

digitally.  

 Whenever extracting posts, be sure to filter by ‘all-

stories’ in order to maximize the amount of visible 

posts. This includes filtering by all-stories for every 

year in question. 

 Automatic extraction via software like NVIVO or 

ATLAS is more efficient and avoids transcription 

mistakes that occur when counting and recording 

the data manually. 

 Carry out real time, not retrospective extraction. 

Whether manually or automatically, real-time or 

an approximation to real-time yields more posts. 

 If a software is being used, make sure to run it as 

often as possible in order to avoid gaps. Extraction 

via software can be best approximated to real-time 

extraction if the software crawls the website as of-

ten as possible. Software systems that are able to 
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merge datasets and replace already existing obser-

vations increase the efficiency. 

Working with complex datasets from Facebook and 

other social media sites can yield valuable results for so-

cial scientists, yet it is essential to guarantee the reliabil-

ity of the data by choosing extraction methods that maxi-

mize data completeness.  
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